The Ultimate Guide
to Ecommerce Emails
Understanding the best way to approach
email marketing will ensure that your strategy
breeds success.

In this guide, we’ll cover:
Setting up your email marketing infrastructure
Growing your email list
Creating engaging emails

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Boost Your Revenue
with an Informed
Email Strategy
Is your email program generating at
least 23% of your total ecommerce
revenue? That’s the average we’ve seen
across industries, with certain topperforming brands generating over 50%
of their revenue from a robust email
marketing program.
Email may be one of the old schools
of the digital marketing world, but
it continues to perform well for
brands year after year. In 2019, email
marketing’s return on investment
was 42:1 on average, up from 38:1 the
previous year, according to Litmus’ 2019
State of Email Survey.

The inbox has become increasingly
competitive though, so you’ll need to
devise a strategic email marketing
program to stand out from the
competition. Luckily, this Ultimate
Guide to Ecommerce Emails is the
perfect handbook to guide you through
developing that masterful email program.
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Set Up Your Email
Marketing Infrastructure
Before you jump into the deep end of your email
marketing strategy, you’ll need to make sure
you have the right tools at your disposal. Email
service providers such as Gmail and Outlook limit
the number of emails you can send each day and
the number of recipients per message, protecting
recipients from spam and email abuse. Therefore,
companies need a service provider that will allow
them to legally email large groups of recipients.
Email Service Providers (ESPs) do just that.
Once an ESP is selected, you’ll want to consider
what specific email features you’ll need to add on
top of what your chosen ESP provides. Then, you’ll
need to familiarize yourself with deliverability
best practices so you can avoid the spam bucket.

Set Up Your Email Marketing Infrastructure
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a. Choose Your Email
Service Provider (ESP)
ESPs provide a range of services for sending bulk email marketing
campaigns to a list of users. At the very core, ESPs provide email
templates, help you send emails, and analyze the results. Some
of their advanced features include email automation, optimized
deliverability, advanced segmentation, and legal compliance.
What you should look for in an ESP depends very much on the size
and the needs of your company. A good ESP should be able to
provide you with:

Order data syncing: You should be looking for an ESP that offers

Reporting: You need to look for a thorough, yet simple reporting

tight order data syncing with your web store so that all data

system within the platform, as well as simplicity in how you can

passing into the platform can be utilized in segmentation targeting

access and download the data.

down the road.
Customer support: As with all software, technical issues arise,
Stability of core integrations: High stability of core integrations is

and having the necessary support is vital to get the results you

essential because you can have as much functionality as you want

want in a timely manner.

from the ESP, but if it’s unstable, it will affect your email marketing
workflow and have a negative impact on performance levels.
A/B testing functionalities: Testing is one of the foundations
of a successful email marketing program. The more testing
functionalities your ESP provides, the better you’ll get to know your
audience and implement effective segmentation.

Set Up Your Email Marketing Infrastructure
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b. Choose Supporting Apps
Now that you have a solid ESP provider for your email program, you
should be looking at supporting apps that will work best for you.
Important apps include the ones that provide:

Product review requests: A lot of product review request apps
have functionality to send product review request emails and
allow the user to fill out the review directly from the email.
Loyalty/Referral programs: Loyalty and referral apps can help
you to integrate rewards and referral data in your automated,
targeted emails.
Pop-ups: These apps give you the ability to target with your popups, show pop-up captures, sculpt the different elements of user
experience on the site, and send different messages there, which
in the end drives list growth.

Set Up Your Email Marketing Infrastructure
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c. Consider Deliverability
The next thing you need to ensure is that the deliverability of your
email program is strong. Deliverability measures the rate at which
your emails get delivered. It means that your emails should be
delivered to the inboxes of your recipients and not end up in spam
folders (or not delivered at all).
Ruth Patel’s 2018 Deliverability Benchmark report shows that 15%
of all emails don’t get delivered. So if you are sending to a list of one
million subscribers, 150,000 people will never receive your message.
This can significantly affect email revenue, but it can also impact
customer relations by stopping transactional emails, such as order
confirmations and shipping notifications, from being delivered.
Furthermore, deliverability is becoming harder, especially with
actions taken by Gmail and other ISPs. Namely, email providers are
getting sophisticated with measuring user engagement and behavior
to impose more stringent criteria on how much of your mail gets
delivered. Follow email deliverability best practices to ensure that
your emails are being seen by your audience.

Set Up Your Email Marketing Infrastructure
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Grow Your Email List
Even if you are able to create and send beautiful,
conversion-focused emails, you will first need
a list of email addresses to send them to. You
likely already have a list of customers who have
previously purchased from you, which is a great
starting point to growing an email list.
One of the key ways to improve your email
marketing is to grow your email list quickly and
cleverly, and not solely include paying customers.
There are a few ways to go about convincing
individuals who haven’t purchased from you (yet)
to join your email marketing list, which we’ll cover
in this section.

Grow Your Email List
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a. Check out
Email Capture

b. Pop-Up Website
Overlay Form

The best way to build a base for your email list is to make sure you

Another fantastic way to grow your email list is to implement a pop-

are capturing emails from your new customers during the checkout

up website overlay form. Yes, they can be annoying and ineffective,

process. You should have an opt-in checkbox so that they can

but if cleverly used, pop-ups see conversion rates as high as 50.2%.

subscribe to your marketing emails.
To make sure you are not overexposing your visitors to the pop-up,
Keep in mind that the laws for what is acceptable differ from one

we recommend utilizing a set of logic conditions. A sample set of

country to another. Having a pre-checked opt-in box for maximum

conditions:

emails captured is what we recommend (if your country allows it).

•
•
•
•

New Visitors Only AND
Time on Page > 45 seconds AND
Visited at Least 3 Pages AND
Had Exit Intent
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c. Sweepstakes or Virtual
Giveaways

e. Content Incentive

Giving prospects a chance to win a prize is a proven way of

Another popular way to garner email signups is by using a piece of

increasing the number of signups. Facebook and Instagram are a

content as an incentive to sign up. These could include an eBook,

good place to effectively run sweepstakes, such as contests and

video series, inside information, etc. The key is to make sure the

giveaways. We recommend you partner with another company with

ROI on these prospects is positive, since someone interested in

which you can create fascinating prize packages that will be worth

information isn’t necessarily an actual customer of your product.

submitting your email.
As the campaign ends, it is important to prevent yourself from the
post-contest unsubscribes. Do this by showing them the value
they’ll provide by remaining subscribed.

d. Try Locking Your Content
This means that you’re blocking a part of the content until a user
subscribes. To do this, first check your Google Analytics to see which
are the most visited blog posts, and then use the gated content
marketing method on the most popular or relevant articles for the
visitors. This is a useful technique if you’re providing important
content which gives value, and users will be obligated to subscribe.
Grow Your Email List
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f. Discount Coupons in
Exchange for a Subscription

h. Grow Your List with
Social Media

If your website includes some type of ecommerce, you can offer

If your ecommerce shop target audience is on social media,

a discount voucher for their first purchase. This is usually done by

you’d better get those followers on your email list. Otherwise,

emailing a coupon code for the subscription. This is a great way

you risk losing them if the social media platform becomes

to grow your email list, but make sure you’re prepared to retain the

unpopular, your profile gets blocked, or your social media pages

gained users afterwards.

start having low engagement rates.
After a few months of compiling data and tracking results

g. Live Events

of email marketing activities for Essence of Email clients,
we created an eBook to help ecommerce shop owners
and managers grow their email lists with Twitter, YouTube,

If you run any sort of live events, such as trade shows or pop-up

Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest.

shops, you should consider capturing people’s email addresses
when they stop by your booth. Remember to follow up with them
shortly after the event so they don’t forget about signing up.
As you grow your email list, you will be able to take your potential
customers through the funnel and turn them from subscribers into
sales-ready leads.

Grow Your Email List
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Design Your Email
Templates
The ability to create effective copy for your
emails is crucial for boosting your business. An
original email can speak volumes, especially if
you are an online retailer.
Equally crucial is finding a design template
that meets all of your needs. Key elements to
consider for email templates include email
architecture, mobile-responsiveness, and
cross-client rendering.

Grow Your Email List
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a. Email Architecture
Having the optimal layout for your email templates will
drive the most click-throughs and ultimate conversions
from the campaigns. While we cannot nail down a
strictly optimal template to begin with (incremental A/B
testing of the elements will yield improvements), there
are some tried and true elements to include in a good
ecommerce email template.

Design Your Email Templates
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b. Mobile Responsiveness
Mobile devices have overtaken the world of marketing, and email
marketing is no exception. Mobile usage is growing at a staggering
rate. For example, 44% of emails are viewed on mobile, which beats
both desktop (33%) and web mail (23%) views. Mobile is here to stay,
and will only become increasingly more important.
Responsive design involves designing emails for optimized views and
clicks on mobile devices like smartphones and tablets. At the core,
responsive design’s goal is to make your content—whether it’s your
website or email—look good on all devices and screen sizes. This
means that instead of having a static version of your content (which
could look bad on certain devices), it adapts and morphs to best fit
the particular screen you are viewing it on.

Notice how some of the elements adjust to fill up the screen, the number of noncritical elements is reduced, the sections are stacked, and the font sizes and
buttons are magnified for better usability.

Design Your Email Templates
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c. Cross-Client Rendering
You need to make sure your emails are rendering well on multiple
different email clients/browser combinations. Certain email clients
(such as Outlook) tend to break email rendering.
There are a number of services out there that will help you check this.
Send a test email to the service platform, and they will let you view
what your email looks like in multiple different clients and browsers.

Design Your Email Templates
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Personalize Your Emails
As subscribers get fatigued by the increasing
volume of emails in their inbox, email
personalization is no longer a choice for your
marketing emails. Nowadays, customers are
expecting relevant, tailored, and useful email
marketing, which leads to a strong, long-term
relationship with brands.
Luckily, there are a few ways businesses can
ensure that they’re meeting the personalization
requirements of today’s shoppers. In this section,
we’ll cover our top five email personalization tips
to increase customer engagement.

Grow Your Email List
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a. Start by Using Customer’s
First Name

b. Use Dynamic Content for
Effective Personalization

This is the first step of personalization. We like it when someone

Nowadays, subscribers have low tolerance for irrelevant emails in

addresses us by our name because we feel valued.

their inboxes. If you keep sending them emails with products they
are not interested in, you risk losing a perfect lead.

While the exact syntax varies, most Email Service Providers (ESPs)
allow you to automatically show a subscriber’s first name. You can

Dynamic content is a type of content that helps companies send

use the first name field in several places in your emails:

different emails based on the interests or the past behavior of the
clients. It also helps companies save time by sending relevant

•
•
•

As a part of the email intro, such as

emails at once to their subscribers.

“Hello, FIRSTNAME! We’ve missed you!”.

For example, a global brand could offer a subscriber promoted

In the email recipient TO: field, such as

products from the nearest local shop, based on their location. A

“TO: Jess <jess@example.com>”.

brand that offers clothes could have images and text that changes

Or, you can include the subscriber’s first name
in the subject line.

depending on the subscriber’s gender—emails with different
content will be sent to men and women.
As your customers learn that your emails are always relevant to

Using the first name and personalized subject line is not enough.

them, your click-through rate and ROI will improve and increase.

It should be a starting point, but it is important to incorporate the
following methods as well.

Personalize Your Emails
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c. Recommend Products
Your Customers Will Love

d. Personalize Cart
Abandonment Emails

It would be great if customers bought anything we recommend to

People lose $4 trillion of revenue every year through cart

them. But in reality, they only buy recommended products that are

abandonment. The good news is that you can recapture 65% of the

similar to previously purchased ones, or relevant to their preferences.

customers that left the shopping cart within 24 hours, and emails
sent within 60 minutes of cart abandonment have the highest open

With the help of ESPs, you can integrate recent purchases or the

rate of 40%. By personalizing your cart abandonment emails, your

browsing history of your customers into your email marketing. By

customers receive the most relevant content and experience.

increasing the relevance of your emails, you will see your sales upscale.

There can be many different issues that cause the customer to
abandon their shopping cart. Offer a discount on the items in the cart,

Here is a good visual example of recommended products:

offer free shipping, or suggest helping them with the process. This
way, you will optimize the message to the highest effectiveness and
motivate your customers to recover their carts (your lost sales).

Personalize Your Emails
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e. Generate Creative
Personalized ReEngagement Emails
It is your duty to identify inactive subscribers and remind them
how great you are in a brief and effective way. Here is your chance
to deliver relevant content, accompanied by a personalized offer/
incentive to inspire them to re-engage with your brand.
Personalized re-engagement emails increase customer retention,
and this certainly outstrips the basic engaging messages. Therefore,
pick attractive subject lines and send captivating content with a CTA
button, and lead your subscribers to an action again.

f. Personalizing Emails with
Dynamic Content Blocks
Dynamic content blocks are pieces of the email template that display
content which changes for different users based on a set of factors.
This differs from the typical email templates that are “static”, i.e. not
changing, and display the same content to all users.

Personalize Your Emails
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Timing Your Emails
Knowing the right amount of emails to send to your
customers can be tricky. On the one hand, you
want to send enough emails to get your audience’s
attention and keep them engaged in your business
and its offerings. On the other hand, you don’t want
them to feel overwhelmed and unsubscribe because
they’re seeing too many emails from you.
The best way to approach this is to create a content
calendar so you can keep track of how often emails
are being sent. This will more easily allow you to
plan a sufficient cadence and know when to try
resending an unopened email.

Grow Your Email List
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a. Create a Content Calendar
When making campaigns, you should make a yearly calendar to
know exactly what kind of email you want to send, and when. Your
email content calendar should include:

•

Holidays: gifting holidays, general holidays, high season

•

Events: pop-up shops, contests, news

•

Promotions: discounts, shipping offers, flash sales

•

Content: blog posts, videos, user-generated content

•

Recurring emails: featured products, seasonal category,
product of the month

Timing Your Emails
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Here’s an example of some of the content your
campaign calendar might include:

Timing Your Emails
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b. Email Cadence

c. Email Resends

A strategic approach to this email sending frequency dilemma

Email resends can normally generate 50% of the original email’s

is to send at a higher frequency to your most engaged/active

revenue. In rare instances, they may even outperform the

subscribers, and at a lower frequency to the less active subscribers.

original email’s revenue. Resends of email campaigns can be a
powerful tool to get additional revenue from a campaign and/

To find out the right frequency, you’ll need to create tests for

or get an extra send from the same amount of initial work of

different segments. You want to see which segment can sustain

creating the campaign.

higher frequency, and which needs lower frequency.
At the core of it, a resend is sending almost the same campaign
You should start by sending 4-6 emails per month, plus resends.

to a portion of the original target list. Usually, they have the

The next step will be to segment your list into frequency tiers

following characteristics:

based on behavior, such as open rate, click rate, number of emails
received, and time since the last order.
If a subscriber becomes disengaged and falls below a tier
threshold, he/she will drop to a lower frequency tier. If a user

•

Sent a few days after the original campaign.

•

Sent to those subscribers who did not open (most
common), did not click (less common), or did not order

becomes dormant, he/she will join a re-engagement series, and if

(uncommon) from the original campaign. In certain

that doesn’t work, the subscriber will move to a non-engaged group

instances, resends may go out to the entire original list

and get suppressed.

as well (this is situational).

•

Have a different subject line and preheader. Subject
lines and/or preheaders may stress a sense of urgency
in case of a sale with an expiration date. For example:
Don’t Forget, Ends Soon, Last Chance, etc…

•

Same or very similar full content of the email campaign
to the original campaign.

Timing Your Emails
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Automate Your Emails
Email Marketing Automation is an ecosystem

Automated emails are pre-made emails that

of tools and mechanisms that helps automate

are triggered to be sent if your subscriber

ongoing conversations with customers

performed/didn’t perform an action. They

and maintain delivery of a high degree of

are “triggered” by certain events, usually a

personalized content. This allows you to

behavior by a contact—such as making a

make sure that subscribers receive tailored

purchase, abandoning a cart, signing up for a

content they simply want to read. There are

list, etc. In this section, we’ll discuss the most

five primary reasons every business should use

important email automations.

email marketing automations:

•

Highly segmented email lists are automatically
updated based on user data

•

Conversion of potential customers into actual
customers

•

Easy, continuous engagement with potential
and existing customers

•

Increase of efficiency by automating repetitive
tasks associated with customer relationship
management

•

Improvement of engagement by delivering
more relevant, personalized, and timely
messages to subscribers

Grow Your Email List
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a. Prospect Sequence
Prospect Welcome: This email welcomes your subscribers to your
email list. It is targeted towards non-customers, and the focus is
to deliver the incentive you used to entice them to give you their
email address.
Top Products: The top products email is usually part of the
prospect series targeted towards noncustomers. The goal is to
showcase a set of popular products as a direct CTA to purchase.
Social Proof: The social proof email uses customer testimonials
and other user-generated content to boost trust. Instead of directly
selling, this email is meant to approach the prospect from a
different angle so as to generate enough trust to get the purchase.
Customer Favorites: A similar concept as the social proof email—
you can showcase the products with the most favorable reviews to
further cement the buying decision.
Incentive Reminder: The incentive reminder email is the last
email in the sequence that again reminds your prospects (those
who have not purchased) to use the coupon code incentive to
purchase. You can also include an element of urgency in this email
to further drive action.
Automate Your Emails
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b. Browse Abandonment

c. Cart Abandonment
Sequence

Category Affinity: The category affinity email is sent to contacts

The cart abandonment sequence is one of the most effective

one day after they visit a particular category or subcategory level

email sequences within your email marketing arsenal. Businesses

page on your website. The idea is to target visitors with a follow-up

regularly see high engagement and conversion rates on shopping

email that displays products within the category they visited on the

cart abandonment emails. It’s not uncommon to see open rates

website, as they are more likely to purchase. This email requires

greater than 50% and conversion rates greater than 15% on these

URL tracking ability in your email service provider.

emails.

Product Affinity: The product affinity email is sent to contacts

The purpose of the cart abandonment email sequence is to send

one day after they visit a particular product page on your website.

a timely reminder to people who initiated the checkout process

The idea is to target visitors with a follow-up email that displays

on your site, but have not completed the process. The goal is

the product they viewed, as well as related products, as they are

to “save” a portion of the people who would have otherwise

more likely to purchase. Requires URL tracking ability in your email

abandoned the checkout altogether and never convert.

service provider.

Automate Your Emails
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d. Post-Purchase Sequence
Order Confirmation: The order confirmation email is a transactional

Brand Engagement: The brand engagement email is sent a few days

type of email that is sent right after a contact purchases. While you

after the purchase and is focused on growing your social media

need to follow the rules for transactional emails (they cannot contain

subscribers, as well as driving new purchasers to your other content

too much marketing), there are still opportunities to drive click-throughs

properties, such as your blog, forums, communities, etc.

back to your site and recommend products. We often see additional,
immediate repurchases coming from the order confirmation.

Product Review Request: The product review request is sent after the
purchase, requesting a product review from your customers. We’ve

Shipping Confirmation: The shipping confirmation email is usually the

found that they not only generate many more product reviews (which

top-opened email in your arsenal (often opened multiple times by your

indirectly helps your conversions), but they can also generate several

contacts). Thus, this email is a prime opportunity to drive additional

purchases.

purchases or secondary calls-to-action.
Reorder/Product Recommendation: The reorder or product
New Customer Welcome: The new customer welcome email is sent

recommendation email is sent out 30-60 (or more) days after the

out after the first-time purchase by a new customer. This email is

purchase, and it focuses on a) the specific product to try and get a

sent immediately, up to one hour after purchase. The goal of the

reorder of (if consumable), or b) crossing and upselling other related

email is to deliver the post-purchase ‘‘thank you’’ message and drive

products. The products and recommendations will ideally be dynamic.

additional actions, such as taking a survey (to obtain data for future
segmentation), sharing with friends, and participating in brand

General Repurchase Reminder: The general repurchase reminder is

advocating activities.

targeted towards customers after a longer delay after the purchase. The
idea is to aim for a repurchase in case that the previous reorder/product

Repeat Customer Welcome: The repeat customer welcome email is

recommendation email was too specific.

similar to the new customer welcome, except it’s targeted towards
repeat buyers. This means the contact has bought at least one time
from your store in the past. Thus, the content of the email is geared
heavily towards enticing them to help spread the word about your
brand, since it’s likely they have more attachment towards your store if
they are purchasing more than once.

Automate Your Emails
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e. Triggered Emails
Best Customer Trigger: The best customer email is sent to a segment
of your list that we identify as “VIPs.” The criteria used may vary, but
should include a combination of total order value, the number of
lifetime orders, and engagement rates.
Birthday Trigger: The birthday email is sent either shortly before or
on the day of your contact’s birthday. This email uses the relevancy of
the event to push some sort of an offer, enticing purchases.
Back-in-Stock Trigger: The back-in-stock trigger is an email that
is sent to specific subscribers who opted in to be notified when a
particular product is back in stock. These emails tend to have high
conversion rates, and are important if your store has items that
frequently run out of stock.

Automate Your Emails
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Segment Your Email List
Email segmentation is at the core of effective

Here are a couple of ways to start building a

email marketing. It has been proven that

subscriber profile:

segmented messaging, as opposed to mass

•

Reverse appending: using external data providers to
fill in demographic and personal information based
on your file of email addresses.

•

Behavioral cues: utilizing a subscriber’s behavior,
such as which links they click, what pages they view,
and what category/type of products they purchased
to build a better understanding of their profile.

•

Prediction engines: product-based or subscriberbased prediction algorithms that use past history,
as well as related characteristics, to show predictive
content.

•

User-submitted info: through surveys, feedback
forms, preference centers, etc. This is quite reliable,
but it is often harder to obtain, as it requires a very
engaged contact to take the additional action.

messaging, generates more engagement
through opens and clicks, as well as increases
sales conversions. If you are sending more
relevant messages to individual groups within
your subscriber base, then you will be able to
generate more positive metrics across the board.
In this case, fewer people will get annoyed with
your message or unsubscribe.
Oftentimes, we have incomplete data about
our subscribers. We can use a variety of tactics
for piecing together a complete profile of each
subscriber. For example, if you have an email
capture form on your website and it is asking
only for an email address and name, that’s very
basic information.

Now that we have the methods to build our
subscriber profile, let’s jump to actual types of
segmentation, together with concrete samples
on how to utilize each type of segmentation.
Segment Your Email List
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a. Location Segmentation
Location segmentation utilizes information about a subscriber’s
current or historical physical location for the purposes of
targeting your messages.There are a few ways to determine your
customers’ location:
1. Geo-IP based on metadata during email opens/clicks
2. Billing or shipping addresses
3. Country-level domains

Here are some sample uses that we usually employ at Essence of
Email. It is not a full set of possibilities, but rather ideas on how to
utilize this segmentation within your email marketing program:

1. Sending campaigns based on recipient’s time zone
2. Sending local events/pop-up stores notifications
3. Excluding locations from shipping promotions
4. Options for faster delivery times
5. Localized language or holiday campaigns
6. Local compliance activities, such as opt-in requirements

Segment Your Email List
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b. Affinity Segmentation
Affinity segmentation refers to breaking out subscribers based
on them gravitating towards a certain product, type of message,
values (speed of delivery, customer experience, product quality,
price), etc. Here are some sample ideas of what you can segment
across:
1. Purchased product A, but not product B—opportunity to
cross-sell
2. Viewed specific product or category
3. Sensitivity to promotion types (shipping offers vs. $
discounts vs. % discounts vs. free gift with purchase,
etc.). Measured by opens/clicks plus browse behavior
on these promotions
4. Affinity towards content type—new arrivals, blog
content, social updates, contests, etc. If they clicked on
hairstyles video, send additional hair resources emails
5. Combining behaviors, i.e. purchased men’s watch
or men’s cufflinks and viewed men’s category and
selected interested in Men’s accessories puts them in
the Men’s affinity segment
You are not really restricted to only building segments on one
criterion. You can combine different criteria like demographic
information, or behavior patterns, or other information you have to
construct relevant segments for your messaging.

Segment Your Email List
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c. Activity Segmentation

d. Technology Segmentation

Activity segmentation measures how often a subscriber takes a

Technology segmentation looks at a subscriber’s email-viewing

positive or negative action regarding your store or communication,

device (mobile/desktop/tablet), as well as their email address

such as opening emails, making purchases, and visiting the

domain and their email client, to determine how best to display

website. Sample uses:

messages and/or tailor content. Sample uses:

1. Active on site within the last week, but did not make a

1. Mobile-first templates for mobile users

purchase—retarget them through email and Facebook
2. Inactive (no opens/clicks) within the last 6 months—
send re-engagement email with plain text for higher
chance of reactivating them

2. Only sending to engaged Gmail subscribers, while
being more lax with non-Gmail domains (Gmail weighs
heavily on engagement metrics)
3. Code optimizations for MS Outlook

3. Opens emails infrequently—send to them 1x per month.
Opens emails frequently—send to them 1x per week
4. Purchased 2x over lifetime—alert them that if they
purchase 1x more, they’ll qualify for VIP group
5. Purchased 3x over lifetime—qualifies for VIP group,
receives VIP perks (early promotions, new product
announcements, double entries into contests, free
loyalty points)
6. Makes a referral—gets loyalty points to be redeemed
for product or coupon
7. Collects redeemable amount of points—receives
notification for redemption options
Segment Your Email List
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e. Acquisition Channel
Segmentation
Acquisition channel segmentation looks at dividing subscribers
based on how they entered the email list. In short, it is all about
the source of the subscriber acquisition and how to utilize this to
segment your messaging correctly. Here are a couple of examples:
1. Sweepstakes or contest subscribers receive a much
more concentrated sequence of welcome emails with a
shorter delay
2. First-time customers receive a post-purchase flow
3. Repeat customers receive more personal messaging,
incentives, calls-to-action to promote the brand
4. Blog subscribers get more content-focused emails and
fewer direct sales-based emails
5. Suppressing Amazon.com customers for compliance
reasons
Hopefully, you’ve got a lot of good ideas to work on, and you have
broadened your horizons in terms of how you think about email
segmentation. Just keep in mind that none of these can happen
on day one; however, as you move your email program forward by
yourself or with a professional agency, you can continue to get
more and more precise with your message targeting.
Segment Your Email List
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Run A/B Tests
Even small changes in your email campaigns

Most email softwares have native A/B testing

can have a big impact on the results. Therefore,

features, but you can also split your email list

A/B testing is very important in creating

in two and send each list a different version

segments and delivering relevant messages.

of your email. Make sure that you always test
one variable at a time in your A/B tests. Check

Before you start your test, you need to decide

out our A/B tests, along with an analysis of the

what you will test. The list of testing variables is

results and interpretation of the findings.

rather long, and includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CTAs
Preheader
Subject lines
Design of specific elements in the message
Images
Personalization
Product offer

Run A/B Tests
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Calculate Your Email
Marketing ROI
According to Litmus’ 2018 State of Email
Survey, only 30% of brands can measure
the ROI of their email marketing efforts well
or very well. Fortunately, we’ve included the
formulas to the right to help you determine
the success of your emails.

Calculate Your Email Marketing ROI
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Email Marketing Laws
The never-ending quest for tighter privacy
control, coupled with consumers’ aversion to
aggressive marketing, resulted in strict laws
against spam messages, unsolicited marketing,
and other shady practices. Each country
has its own act regulating email marketing
communication:

•

United States: American Controlling the
Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and
Marketing Act (CAN-SPAM)

•

Canada: Canada’s Anti-Spam Law (CASL)

•

European Union: The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)

•

Australia: Spam Act

Email Marketing Laws
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Choose the Right Email
Marketing Agency
Choosing the right email marketing agency for
your company is never an easy task. Based on our
years of experience and many clients, we compiled
a list of five things to consider when you’re on the
lookout for just the right partner to make your email
marketing dreams come true:
1. Their Past Work: Always ask to see examples, or case

studies at the very least, of the work the agency has
previously done.
2. Your Budget vs. Agency Pricing: Look for an agency that

has scalable services and provides quotes based on your
business needs.
3. Keeps Its Work In-House: While you’re looking to outsource

your email marketing efforts, it’s a bad idea to hire an
agency that is looking to do the same.
4. The Kind of Content They Provide Website Visitors: If an

agency’s content is stale, outdated, and just not of very
good quality, you might want to move away.
5. How You Feel About Them: When all is said and done, give

yourself a minute and compile all these impressions into a
clear vision of how you see your partner.
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marketing programs to help ecommerce
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